The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: **SWEDEN**

2. Agency responsible: National Board of Occupational Safety and Health

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):
   Rider trucks (CCCN 87.07)

5. Title: Draft regulation on brakes for rider trucks

6. Description of content: The regulation applies to rider trucks used within enclosed railway - or factory area or enclosed racing area or other corresponding enclosed area. According to the draft a rider truck must be provided with drum - or disc brake or other brake of corresponding reliability which - whether the truck is loaded or not and independent of the weight of the load - safely and fast can stop the truck. Furthermore a rider truck must be provided with a parking brake which in slopes can keep the truck still independent of the weight of the load even if the driver leaves the truck.

7. Objective and rationale: Protection of human safety

8. Relevant documents:

9. Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force: Not yet decided

10. Final date for comments: 30 July 1982

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [X] or address of other body: